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Introduction
X • Origin of the Paasion ^lay
The origin of the so-called Passion Play is inex-
tricably bound up with the beginnings of church drama in gen-
eral as it developed in the earlier centuries of the Christian
era. It is in the roots of the earliest form of the liturgic-
al drama that one must search out its inception, and only in
the growth of drama within, later outside, the Church, may one
trace its development.
Shortly after the break-up of the Roman Empire, the
drama as a living art practically disappeared. This was due
in part to a process of natural decay within the drama itself,
the inevitable result of a dissolute society; more directly
upon the troubled times following the barbarian invasions into
the Empire; and most of all, to the extreme hostility of the
Christian Church, which saw in the debased Roman theatre all
the vices of that very paganism it was oo strenuously combating.
As the Church grew in power and authority, becoming supreme
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throughout the civilized v/orld, her decrees became decisive,
and the doom of the theatre as such was sealed.
It is one thing, however, to issue orders barring
dramatic performances, and quite another to root out the deep-
seated mimetic instinct in hum^n beings. Thus it was inevitable
that the art of the drama should andergo a revival in some
fashion, but there is a delicious irony in the fact that this
revival took place in the very heart of the church itself, and
was centred directly about Christianity, Perhaps the impulses
which actually motivated the dramixtizing of the services of
worship were desires to "wrest the pomps of the devil to a
spiritual service", or else a croppir-~-out of the latent dram-
atic instinct in the very persons who had insisted upon banish-
ing the drama,' More pressing than either of these two reasons
seems to have been the necesaity for interpretation by the
clergy to the laity, who were for the most part unlettered and
ignorant, of the ritual of the Church, and the Scriptures, It
was essential that some system be found through v/hich the truths
of doctrine and the significance of worship could be brought
2home to the people.
The method which naturally suggested itself was
that of visualization, "acting out" the service as it Look
1. E.K. Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage
, Vol.11, p. 1-5
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1905
2, Sidney W. Clarke, The Miracle Play in England
, p.
5
London: William Andrews and Co., I897
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place. The celebration of the Maae was in itscll' a dramatic
event, and the special rite a which accompanied the observance
of Palm Sunday and successive days in Holy V/eek also had dram-
atic possibilities, A second suggestive factor was the use
of antiphonal singing in the service, introduced into Italy
by Ambrose of Milan in the fourth century. By a mitural pro-
gression of thought, the antiphonal singing suggested thu use
of dialogue.
It is at tills point that we find the first examples
of anything that could really be termed "drama", and it arose
in the following fashion. There had been movement in the
Church, beginning in the ninth century and continuing through
the eleventh, towards the elaboration of the liturgy and every-
thing connected with it. The tradition:il "Antiphonarium" —
choral portions of the Mass — seemed inadequate, and innovations
were made in th>-^ form of melodies inserted into the stereotyped
choral responses. The new melodies were at first sung only
with vowel sounds, but in process of time, texts were set to
them, and these fresh combinations of words and melody were
called "tr -pes", a term which later on came to be applied to
both dialogue an- action. This represents the very earliest
attempt at deliberate dramatization of the liturgy. Most im-
portant from the standpoint of the growth of liturgic drama
r
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are the tropes of the "Introit", the portion of the Mass sung
as the priest approaohed the altar to bletj;; the eucharist.
Of theue, the most important was the "Quern Quae-
ritis", which seems to have developed by the tenth century, and
which survives for us in itu earliest and simplest form in o
manuscript from the monasttry of St, Gall. In this Easter
trope, dialogue and mimetic action have finally come together:
"Quem quaeritis in sepulchre, o Christocolae?
lesum Nazarenum crucifixum, o caelicolae.
Non est hie, surrexit sicut praedixerat.
Ite, nuntiate quia surrexit de sepulchre!"
It will be seen that this was nothing more elaborate than a
repetition of the dialogue between the three iViaries and the
angel at the tomb, as recounted in the- Easter account^; of Matthew
and Luke, By way of illustrating how this simple form grew
into a more complex one through accretion, v/e quote another
"Quern Quaeritis" which is ..ound in t,he Bodeleiam manuscript
dating from 979 t *
. .
"Quem quaeri .is in sepulchre, Christicolae?
(Sanctarum mulierum responsio;)
lesum Nazarenum crucifixum, o caelicolae
1
(Angelicae voces consolatus:
)
Non est hie, surrexit sicut praedixerat;
Ite, nuntiate quia surrexit, dicentes:
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(Sanctarum muliei'um ad or/inem clerum madulutio:)
Alleluial resurrexit Dominus hodie,
Leo fortis, Chriatus filius Dei! Deo
gratiaa dicite, eia!
(Dicat angL-lua:)
Venite et videte locum ubi poaitus erat
Doninua,
Alleluia! Alleluial
(Iterum dicat angelus:)
Cito euntes dicite discipulia quia aur-
rexit Dominus,
Alleluial Alleluia!
(Mulieri una voce canant iubilantes;)
Surrexit Dominus de sepulchre,
^Qui pro nobis pependit in ligno."
The early rudimentary repreat-ntation which was
the real baaia for the Pasaion Play which later developed, was
the "Planctus", or lament of the v^omen and St, John at the
Cross, In addition to thia, there was a ceremony knov.n aa
the "Depositio Crucis" v^hich also was performed on Good Fri-
day ana was a sequel to the old fourth century custom of
"Creeping to the Cross". A hollowed place beneath the altar
was originally employed as a resting-place for the cross which
was laid away on Good Friday, but eventually sepulchres of wood
or stone were erected in the churchea for thia purpose. On
Good Friday the cross was placed in the sepulchre wit,h appropri-
ate ceremonies during the Mass, and was then "guarded" during
the nights preceding Easter and the joyful raising. In the
1. E.K.Chambers, the Mediaeval Stage
, Vol. II, p. 7-17
(
^
1.
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"accompts" for St. Helen's, Abingdon, in 1558, there appears
this item: "To th sexton for meat an drink an- watching the
sepultre according to cuotom, - 228."^
2. Development of the Paasion Play throup;h the Middle Ages
The evolution of the liturgic play was complete
about the middle of the thirteenth century, from which point
the drama gradually became secularized. This change was an
important one for the Passion ^lay, since during thin period
of transition there developed aide by side with the old "Quern
Quaeritis" a real Pajsion Play, The first recorded one took
place at Sienna, about 1200, and ohere is also a record oi one
— a "Pasjion and Resurrection" — in Padua, 1244. The earli-
est text of a Passion Play is found in a manuscript from the
Benedictbeuern monastery.
Apparently at this time, the Passion Play took on
some resemblance to the form into which the Christmas Play iiad
developed, in that it began to include material from earlier
sections of the Bible story (extending back even as far as the
Fall) as well as later portions (like the Ascension), The oc-
casional early manuscripts which show this development are but
1. Katherine Lee Bates, English Religious Drama
, p. 9, 10
Macmillan Co., I917
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foreshadowings of the all-inclusive "cycles" of plays which
are distinctive of mediaeval drama as early as the iourtetntn
century. When once the Nativity and Passion scenes; have been
boun 1 together by oheir comraon prologue from the '-'Id Testament,
and also expanded .o include the Judgment Day, the framework
of the cycle v/as completed and could gain only in detail, not
in outline.
Throughout all thiu development may be traced the
increasing secular influence, v;hich was felt as soon us the
plays were transferred from the church to the outdoors, a change
necessitated both by the increasing length of the productions
and by the nee., for a lurger space ^or the more elaborate set-
tings. (The transfer first took place in the twelfth century.)
It is easy to see how, freed from the limitations of church
walls and church services, the plays soon ran to such length
that they required two days lor performance, of the eiitire
cycle, that is.
By the time the plays had expanded to such an extent,
it was necessary for another change to take place: the laity
were now called upon .o act since ;.he number o.. clergy was not
sufficient to fill all the parts. Once the people themselves
had entered actively into the productions, they behaved u lit-
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tle like the camel in the ol^l story, completely' ousting the
clergy v/ho had invited then in, an. occupying .he ..hole tent
themaelves. That is to say, the uanftgment of x,he pi ay a paased
completely in^o uhe hands o.. '.he v,orla:ien'8 guilds by whom they
were financed una controlled.
Together with these developments in the organiza-
tion of the cycles, came natural changed within the content of
the plays. In place of the ponderous Latin, largely incompre-
henaible to the people, was substituted the vernacular. The plays
were no longer chanted and sung, as they had been in Lheir lit-
urgical form, but were spoken in dialogue. Emphasis was placed
on the secular and comic elements, like the blustering Herod.
The Latin ecclesiastical drama had been universal, even as the
Masd of the Church; its secularized forms now became nationalized
developing diiferently in the various countries f Europe, Even
the time of the presentations was changed from Chrijtoas and
Easter when the weather was sure t;) be inclement, to the mild-
er sue'iner months. The cycles came to be associated with the
procession of the carrying of the Host on Corpus Christi Day,
and even when they became independent, kept this processional
character by moving about the town from station to station.
In the four northerly cycles in England which all
rf
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had a kernel of coiiuaon natter drawn from the liturgical and
earliest vern xular drama, the Paaaion was represented in the
narrower sense, centering on ^.he "Planctus" (that is the lam-
entations of the women and John at the Crous) and extending
from the conspiracy of the Jews to the i^escent from the Cross,
A curioua variation occurs in the York cycle with the intro-
duction of the figure of Satan who is represented as anxious to
save the life of Christ, lest he die to save laen and so deprive
the devil of his work! In the Norwich cycle, the Passion is
entirely omitted.^ In the third cycls of the Townely mysteries,
it was presented with great realism, every detail of physical
torture being forced into prominence, and then offset by farcic-
al scenes like the casting of lots for ^he seamless garment,
2
and ihe Harrowiiig of Hell, For other towns, there are records
of Pasyion -^lays in f^eading, 1508; Shrewsbury, 1567; London,
1557* and betwe. n I615 and 1622. To She very end, the texts
of the plays bear traces of their liturgical beginiiings: the
music is reminiscent of church melodies, and the dialogue in
critical portions follows the traditional linej pretty closely,
even reverting to the original Latin occasionally.
1. E.K.Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage
, Vol. II, p. 59-148
2. Katherinc Lee Bated, English Religious Drama
, p. 31-85
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5* Paaaing of the Cyclical Plays
The pa3.ing of these cycles of plays came through
their gradual transformation into another sort of drama, "ohe
humanistic, modelled once more on classical lines. The miracle
play was modified both as to subject and through tht "adaptation
of theme and method to other forms ol entertainraent not strict-
ly dramatic." V/hile not superseding the miracle playa, the
moralities which developed through this modification of subject-
matter, gave a new trend to mediaeval drama. The introduction
of historical personages into the moralities, ana oj.' types of
real life side of the abstract figures, made possible the tranu«
ition from moralities to regular drejna. Nevertheless, both
miracle and morality plays continued well into the Elizabethan
Age after the legitimate drama now no longer clasL.ical, but
distinctivej:y English — was occupying the stage.'
1. Encyclopedia Brittanica, Vol. VII, 0.5^2
of
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Chapter One
Characteristics of the Modern Passion Drama
1 , Contemporary Passion Plays
As we have tried to show ih the Introduction, it
was the religion of the Middle Ages which provided the real
impetus to the development of dramatic technique through the
cyclical mystery plays. It seems only just, then, that the
highly-developed modern draraa should take up once again the
subject-matter of the ancient miracle plays, setting it off
to greater advantage by a much finer structure than was po8«
aible ih the looselj; knit cycles.
For the purpose of studying the interesting changes
which have taken place in the dramatic treatment of the Pas-
sion of Jesus, we are considering nine plays on the subject
by modern authors, representing the literature of four differ-
ent countries, — America, England, Ireland, and Belgium,
Five of these are rather outstanding:
1 • Jesus : A Passion Play , Max Ehrmann
2. The Story Brought b^ Brigit
,
Lady Gregory
5, Mary ^''^agdalene , w^aurice Maeterlinck
4. The Trial of Jesus , John Masefield
5, The Dark Hpurs , Don Marquis
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Four are interesting, but of lesser importance:
Th® Upper Room, Robert Hugh Benson
2, Thy Kingdom Come , Florence Converse
5, The Terrible Meek, Charles Rann Kennedy
^» 'jQod Friday (a dramatic poem), John Masefield
2. General Distinctions from the Mediaeval Treatment of the Passapn
It needs only a casual glance at any one of these
texts to reveal im!i.ediately striking differences in the author's
very approach to his material, from the Passion Plays of the
twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. In the early
Middle Ages, a straightforward draiaatization of the Bible nar-
ratives as they stood, carried its ov/n appeal, for religious
emotion was dear to the heart of the people, and was easily
aroused. Even later on in the development of the cycles, when
the secular note had crept in, the purpose of the presentations
was always avowedly religious. The Passion portions of the
miracles were simply dramatic expositions of the dogma of sal-
vation, with the human elements as such pretty well subordinated.
Almost without exception — the possible exception being Robert
Benson — the authors 01' these modern plays have approached
their subject from a secular viewpoint, stressing the essential
element of drama in the purely human values of the narrative.
More of this anon!
(I
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In the second place, an author selecting as hia theme
the heroic death of Jeaus of Nazareth, is confronted by a difficulty
vhich did not exist in the Middle Ages; I mean the reluctance of
a religiously-minded audience to watch an imper donation of the
figure of the divine Jesus upon the stage, HVhereas the Middle
Ages were insistent that Jesus shoul
d
be actually represented in
order the more to emphasize his humanity, the twentieth century
has be^n and still is exceedingly uneasy in the face of what it has
come to regard as sacrilige — the impersonation of the divine.
For this reason, the authors who have respected this limitation
have produced the curious paradox of a play about a hero — wi^h the
hero in absentia, save for a voice offstage! Don Marquis, in an
appended note to The Dark Hours explains his position. Ke had ful-
ly intended to represent the person of Jesus upon the stage, but
changed his plan, for "You cannot show Divinity upon the stage;
you cannot get an actor to impersonate Divinity. You may show
humanity in juxtaposition to Divinity, acted upon by Divinity and
responding in one way or another to the contact but Divinity
itself: no! the thing is impossible,"^ Jesus, of course, is not the
hero of Maeterlinck's Mary Magdalene , but he is the person upon
whom depends the development of her character. Yet here again, he
is represented only by A Voice, In John Masefield's dramatic poem
Good Friday there is a significant stage direction: as the troops
pass out of the courtyard, the Prisoner (i.e., Jesus) is not shown,
only suggested. In Benson's The Upper Room , the audience sees only
1, Don Marquis, The Dark Hours
, Author's Note
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the top of a cross which moves along behind a parapet outside uhe
window. In the other two minor lexts. Thy Kin/ydom Come and The
Terrible Meek, the action takea place after the Passion and Cruci-
fixion, which is thus only described oo the audience. In Lady Greg-
ory's Story Brought by Brigit , the Christ appears only for a moment
or two, vjhile in Ehrmann's play and Masefield's Trial of Jesus , the
figure of Jesus appears throughout. Whether the devices employed
for avoiding his actual representation on the stage rob these plays
of dramatic value, or whether on the other hand, the appearance of
his person detracts from the dignity of the drama will be discussed
later when the plays -.re taken up more in detail.
The third distinction between the modern and mediaeval
texts is the extreme individuality of each of the nine plays under
consideration as opposed to the patterned miracles Passions, The
modern authors have selected each a different focal point about which
to centre their plays, rather ^h. n merely starting at the beginning
and following through the atory as recorded in the Gospels, with the
result that the atmosphere of eacb. is quite distinctive.
The next section of this paper aims to discuss in some de-
tail the five major ani four minor texts listed above, in an effort
to discover how the individual authors have approached their sub-
ject-matter as to plot, character-interpretation, and distinctive
contributions to the story.
X
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5. Detailed Examination of Methods in treating the Passion story
A, Treatment of Plot
In one or another of the nine texts, practically all the
incidents told in the Gospel atorieo are included in one form or
another. The tabic which follows on page 55 at the concluaion of
this section on "Plot", presents a detailed list of these.
Four plays begin before Jesus' seizure by the mob, and
work up to his accusation and trial. One of these ends a ;jhort time
before the Crucifixion, two end during che Crucifixion, and the fourth
concludes with Gary's vision of a resurrected Christ. Two plays
begin with Jesus on trial and end after the Crucifixion. One takes
place just before ana during tne Crucifixion; atiother, v.hile Jesus
is dead on the Cross; and the remaining one, whil^ he io in Lhe tomb.
This alone is sufficient to indicate how divergent txit play., are from
one another, though each has the same subject-matter to work v;ith.
Perhaps this will appear still more clearly from outlines of ihe plots.
The Dark Hours
Scene I. The High driest Caiaphas and his father-in-law Annas, are
examining witnesses who may be used in an action against the Wazarene
Jesus, Mary Magdalene and Judas Iscariot are among uhem, but while
Mary bears nothing but love for Christ, it i^ soon evident that
Judas is bent on betraying him, because he resents the peculiar
psychological control which Jesus seems to exercise over him.
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Scene II. Jesus and his disciples converse for a bit in the Gar-
den of Gethsemane, Jesus being hidden from the audience by the shad-
ows. While the disciples are sleeping and Jesui-. is praying, Judas
enters with a company of men to seize Jesus, A stage direction
suggests that the; re be a flicker of fireflies in the darkness, "as
if a line of sparks were shot out of one mind across the dark into
another mind and shot back again". The incident of the wounding
and healing of the High Priest's servant's ear is included t.s if
incidentally, but bear^i fruit in a later scene. After the mob has
taken '^esus away, only Malchus and Peter remain with Judas who cries
out, "It is ..one! It is done! And I burn! I burn!"^
Scene III, Jesus is tried befor the Sanhedrin, In the intervals
of the trial vhen the voices of testifying witnesses die dovm tempo-
rarily in the Judgment Hall whose door only can be seen clearly by
the audience, the conversation of persons in the courtyard below
becomes distinguisha ole, so that Peter's three dnials are heard.
When the crowd in the Hall cries out for Jesus' death, Kilchus, re-
membering the kindness shown him in the Garden, attempts a. rescue
and is killed. As the crowd passes down from the Judgment Hall,
Judas intercepts Caiaphas and tries to give back the money which was
the price of hio treachery, but he is struck aside, and after the
crowd has gone, is left alone with Peter,
Judas: Oh God! that I had been faithful to him as thou
hast been!
^
Peter: As I have been! As I have been!
1, Don Marquis, The Dark Hours
, Scene 2, p. 59
2. " " " " " Scene J, p, 104
f
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Scene IV, Jesus is tried and condemned by Pilate, In the uoni'uaion
of this act, all the small episodes related in -he Ciospcl narrative
are included; Herod' a messenger arrives advising that Jesus be cru-
cified and offering a pledge of friendship to Pilate; Procula coiaes
and tellu of her dream, but without result; the mob shout^j for Bar-
abbas; Pilate gives the sentence of death, washes his handa publicly
and orders the writing of the scroll on the Cross,
Scene V, "The effect i^ that we are at the edge of uh. hill of Cal-
vary, and that Jesus is hanging on the cross just offstage, and that
all are looking at him there, The soldiers dice for the seamless
garment; the tv.o thieves ar^ heard dpeaking; and Jesuu ^jpeaks from
the Cross ^o Mary and John, After his laot words, "It is linished!"
the crowd flees in terror, only John and the three Maries remaining
with the centurion who concludes, "Truly this was the Son of God,"
As Marquis himself states in his "Author's Mote", the
movement of his play closely follows the outline of the Gospel nar-
rative while still conforming to the requirements of dramatic tech-
nique. That is, there is no new material introduced so far as the
action itself goes, unless it be the minor detail of Lazarus' entrance
in the scene before Pilate's palace. There is nothing especially
orii^inal in this treatment of the plot, then, save for one fact —
Jesus is the principal in all five scenes, and yet is never once seen
by the audience. This is managed by a variety of neat devices. In
the first scene, «^esus is supposedly outside the High Priest's
1. Don Marquis, The Dark Hours , Scene 5, p. 14^
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house, but he ia not seen by the audience, thouf>;h persona in the
play look out of thi; window at him. In Scene 2, the moon is obscured
by clouds and the stage is partially dark so that it "may give the
audience the impreiioion at times that if it wer=>^ot for the dark,
they could really sec him".^ This to my mind is the most powerful
of all the secenes becau^je the spiritual presence of Jesus is so
distinctly felt without any danger of spoiling that "inner vision
by ;.. parade of externalities". In the scenes of Jesus before the
High Priest and Pilate respectively, his non-appearance is skilfully
managed by having the trials take place just within another room
into which the audience cannot quite penetrate. In both cases, the
curtain is dropped for q moment at the conclusion jf the scanes
to permit of Jesus' passing off the st^ge unseen. Once again, in
the last scene, the audience is just able to see the cross over the
edge of the hill.
If it is, as Mr. Marquis says, impossible to present Div-
inity upon the atage, he has avoided doing so very ingeniously, while
still maintaining the atmosphere of strength and power v.hich waits
upon Divinity, At the same time, there are attendant difficulties.
It would be an extremely difficult matter, I should think, to ke.p
this atmosphere solely throunh the inflections of the Voice which
is speaking. Furthermore, there is a possibility that wioh the
focal point so definitely offstage in the last scene, there might
come a drop of interest.
1, Don Marquis, The Dark Hours
, p. 42
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Jeaua t A Passion Play;
Act I. On a morning before th>. feast of the Paajover, a group of
servants is engaged in cleaning the Court of the '-'entile a at the Tem-
ple, and is discussing the coming of ohe Messias, according to ihe
beliefs of the age. The money-changers and animal -venders come in
and set up ^heir booths, raising a great clamor. Terreno, a Roman
legionary, enters with Mary i^agdalene who speaks cryptically con-
cerning her love for Jesus of i%zareth v/hom she has se' n but once.
Judas lacariot comes in and discusses Jesus with one of the latter'
a
brothers who thinks Jesus is possessed of devils. As the worshippers
at the Temple are complaining bitterly about the thievery of the
money-changers, Jesus comes in and drives thein out, while the crowd,
mad with enthusiasm, shouts, "We will follow him!"
Act II. In the Temple Court the following morning, the traders
are disputing about Jesus — what manner of man he is. When the
priests and scribes enter, they are besieged with requests to be al-
lowed to bring back the animals for sale. One of the rabbis craftily
leads on Judas — who is still devoted to Jesus — to promise to be-
tray him, so that he will be forced to proclaim himself Messiah, as
Judas believes he is. When Jesus cornea himself, the Pharisees tempt
him with questions. Then i^ary Magdalene is dragged in and brought
to Jesus for judgment, but her accusers slink off before the coininand,
"Let him who ib without sin cast the first stone at her." The scene
ends as Jesus is left alone with Mary and recognizea her for t,he first
time:
tV - ^
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Mary: Oh i/iaster. Master!
Jesus (startled): Magdalene I
Mary: Maaterl Maater!
Jesus: Mary.
Act III. In the evening of the same day, the disciples are conversing
in the Garden of Gethsemane. They are all in a hi^^hly nervous state
apparently waiting for some kind of "sign". Jesus is v;ith them for
awhile, but goes aside to pray. The disciplea sleep. Young John
Mark comes to Jesus and entreats him to flee from the threatening
danger, Judas comes in with a company of soldiers led by Terreno,
and th> y bind Jesus, while «^udas stands by urging him to reveal
himself as the Messiah.
Act IV. Jesus is tried before Pilate, while the priests call for
his condemnation. At first ^udas pleads with them to spare Jesus,
and then when ^^esua is sent down eimoiig the mob, begs him once more
to manifest hia power. Jesus is scourged (offstage) and mocked by
the soldiers and the mob. In the end, Pilate's opposition to the
priests is overcome and he says in disgust: "Take your king. Crucify
him."
Act V, Joseph of Arimathea and his servants remove the body of
Jesus from the garden tomb and bear it away to a lonely spot that
his enemies may not disinter it for further desecration. Joseph de-
livers a long monologue addressed to Jesus, i^ary, Joanna and Salome
come to anoint the body and find it gone (for Joseph has left before
they arrive.) Joanna and Salome t.re fearful and hurry awayi^ but Mary
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remaina to talk to Terrene who has come upon the scene ana once more
urges her to corac to him. She is deaf to his voice, but says she
hears heavenly voices, and then, that she sees Jesus,
Mary( rising) : Look, there he goes past the door of the
tomb! (She rushes out and is heard calling) Peter,
John, Joanna, I have seen him! He has come out of
the tomb!
In this play again, the order of the Gospel story has
been followed rather carefully, but there are extra events included:
the episode of Mary ^agdalene in the Temple, of Mark warning Jesus,
and of course the whole last act in which the body of Jesus is removed
from the tomb by human agency. This last episode is in line with
Mr. Ehrmann's determination to strip "the persons who founded Chris*
tianity of supernatural embellishment". His atti^ude towards Jesus
is interesting as that of one who cannot accept the miraculous
elements in the story of Jesus' life, and yet who is captured by
the idealism of the life itself. The fact that he has approached
his subject from an altogether secular viewpoint is reflected in his
portrayal of the personality of Jesus, which will be discussed in the
section "Character Interpretation",
A second interesting development in this play is the em-
phasis laid upon lA&ry %gdalene. She is really the heroine of the
drama, and -..hile dhe plays a rQle subordinate to that of Jesus, one
feels that her part might easily be expanded to i.iake her the focal
point as she is in Maeterlinck's play.
f
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Mary Magdalene
Act I. Verus, a Roman legionary, comes Lo visit Silanue, another
Roman who has settled down in ^udea, and th' re meets i»iary i^agdalene
with whom he has been in love I'or some time. Mary apeaks of i^he Lheft
of her jewels which she believes have been stolen by the band of the
Nazarene, and this introduces a discussion of him and his followers,
Verus and Mary have a short dialogue by themselves in ..hich Verus
tells her of his love. With the entrance of the other guests, their
private talk is interrupted, and the conversation :..gain turns to
Jesus who, it appears, is stopping next door at the hou;-ie of one
Simon, formerly a leper, but now cured by Jesus. As the voice of
Jesus is heard speaking through the hedge which separates them, Mary
is irresistibly drawn towards hirn. She passes through the hedge,
and the crowd, when it recognizes who she is, attempt to stone her,
but are restrained by Jesus' quiet words, i^ary returns to Silanus'
house unharmed, and in a strangely subdued mood.
Act II, Mary and Verus are chatting, Mary recalls the day spent
at the house of Silanus and the events which transpired there, '^'his
leads her to inquire what has become of Jesus, and she learns that
Verus has orders to arrest higi, Silanus and Appius enter and tell
how they saw Lazarus raised from the dead. Lazarus himself comes
like a ghost to "^ary's house, at '..his point, and says to her, "Come,
the %3ter calls you," Mary goes out after him, "amid the profound
stilly ijilence of all present".
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Act III. Varioua cripples whom «^e3U3 has healed, and some whom he
has not, are together in the room where the Last Supper had taken
place. It is the houiie of Joseph of Arimathea, They are diacust^ing
the news that Jeaua has been taken captive when ^l&ry Magdalene en-
ters and urges the assemblage to attempt a rescue. When Verus comes,
Mary tries to persuade him to save «^esus, but he refuses unless she
will give herself to him. This she will not do, though all the
crowd in the room, not understanding, cry out against her. A tumult
in the street shows that Jesus is being led to Calvary, but Mary
"remains motionless as though in ecstasy and all illumined v/ith the
light of the dparting torches."
Of the three plays so far discussed, this is the most di-
vergent from the original Gospel account. It is easier to tell what
part of the original is maintained, than to list the additions.
The episode of Jesus and Mary i„ hardly part of the Passion story,
but may legitimately be used here, since the exact time of itb oc-
currence is not recorded. The other episode drawn from the Bible
account is uhat of Jesus bearing his cross to Calvary an-i falling
under the weight of it — a scene described by some of the cripples
who are looking out of the vvindow of the gouse. Aside from these two
scenes, the plot is purely fictional. Maeterlinck, like Marquis,
has left the figure of Jesus off the stage, and yet here again he
is the dominating influence before whom all others — even Mary
herself, supposedly the principal character in the play, fade into
t
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insignif icance, Thia ij eapecially remarkable because of th<.- very
small purt Jesua playu in the three acts. Quite naturally all the
words and actions se^ia to point towards uhe ^"azarene, whether sym-
pathetically or otherwise.
The Story Brought by Brigit
Act I. Joel, c mountain boy, anJ Daniel, a tramp, are discuaaing
the coming of a new teacher who, they hope, will uurn out to be t,he
promised Messiah. Brigit comes in, in pilgrim costume, and tells
them how she was foster-mother to the Child when he and hib mother
were in Ireland, and hov; now she has come to f'ulestine because
she's had c. vision of him in trouble. They go off. Silas a Scribe,
and Marcus, a Roman Soldier, enter, an- Silas tries oo convince
Mtircus that Jesus is dangerous and should be dealt with by the Ro-
man government. Jesus himself comes in then attended by a large
company of people. Silas urges one of tho younger scribes to tempt
Jesus v.ioh ques tions, but to hi<=! con. usion, the younr; man is con-
vinced by Jesus answers and kneels among his followers! Jesus then
goes on his way through the gate into Jerusalem, Judas enters, and
Silas bribes him to betray Jesus,
Act II, In the morning, v.hen Jesus is being tried before i^ilate's
palace, Joel tries to organise a band to rescue him, but fails be-
cause Silas has influenced the crowd in ihe other direction. Daniel,
being in Silas' pay, leads the mob in shouting, "Down i^iazarene,
up Pilate!" Pilate addressed the crowd scornfully, is oomev/hat im-
1
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pressed by Procula'a vivid account of ht r dream, triea to ahift hia
responsibility to Herod, but in the end, order^ Jesus crucified.
Act III. The women are by the raadside from -hich they can see the
preparation^ going on for Jesus' death. He appears, followed by
Mary, John and Brigit, and after he has spoken comfortingly to the
women, the procession moves on to Calvary, The soldiers who remain
by the roadside, cast dice for the seamlesb garment,. Judaa enters,
and rushes off with a rope, Mary comes down the hill alone and the
women keen for her an^ for Jesus, till John says, "Give over keening.
Look at that brightness," He hear^ Jesus speaks and repeatb the
words to the v.omen, until Lhey fade uway into silence.
Though thid play includes the outstanding incidents of the
Passion, — Judas* corruption, the trial before Pilate, and the hard
journey to C.- lvary — its tone is differ, nt from any of the others.
The bare facts of ^he story iire shot through and colored with the
sweet love of the women ^or Christ which thus transforms all the bit-
terness in the play. Its ultimate end, one feels, is not despair
but hope:
Brigit* That God may bring us to the same joy his
blessed soul returned to!
The Women: Oh blessed ChristP
The Trial of Jesus
Act I, A priest, Zadok^ reads the charges against Jesus to Annas
in the house of the High Priest, Caiaphas enters and tells how his
1, Lady Gregory, The Story Brought b^ Brigit , Act III, p. 88
I
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sermon aroused one of the patriots, Bar-Abbas by name, to attempt
an insurrection. Jesus is tried before the council oi' priesta rnd
admits th; t he is the Christ, He is left alone 'ni Jn aome ox' the
servants of the household who mock him. Peter denies Jesus, in the
courtyard, and Judas returns and tries to make the prie^t^j take
back the thirty pieces of silver.
Act II. Pilate holds court to judge Jesus, an-i iinully sends
him to Herod. He has be_.n impressed by Jesus' manner, however,
and repeats some of Lht-. v.ords Jesus has apoken, concluding, "An
odd fellow, thet; a lot in him",^ Procula enters and tellj her aream,
but -^ilate maintains that Jesus is a uangurouL, man because he is
passionate and may arouse others. He and Procula go off together.
The three Maries come in and discuss what may happen to Jesus,
The crowd returns from Herod's palace to Pilate's and chooses Bar-
Abbas to be relea.jed to them, Pilate questions Jesus further and
finally condemns him to death. Jesus is led off after speaking to
the three Merries,
Act III, Herod and Pilate meet ana become reconciled, Longinus,
a centurion, comes to report that Bar-Abbas has been re-arrested
for rioting, Pilate and Herod go off and Longinus remains to tell
Procula of ^he Crucifixion, He says he doesn't believe that Jesus
is dead,
Procula: Then where is he?
Longinus; Let loose in the world, lady, where neither
Roman nor Jew can stop his truth,
^
1, John Masefield, The Trial of Jesus , Act II, p. 6?
2. " " " " " " Act III, p. in
c€
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After Longinus and Procula have gone, Jeaus re-entora am aolilo-
quizeal
For GOEie strange reason, Maaef'ield haa elected to set
this play of the Passion in a framework of choruses v;hich are almost
Grecian in effect. They are no int^^gral part of the drama but oc-
cur at the beginning and ending o: the first act, as a cover-scene
in the second act, and at the end of the play. Somehow the choruses
seem strangely incongruous with the subject-matter. The plot as
a whole is not well-knit, but jerks along, giving the impresaion
that the author is doing his best to include all the incidents
he can to give authority to the play, regardless whether they break
the main thread of the plot or not.
Good Friday
Thia is really a dramatic poer.i rather than a legitimate
play. The course of action is as follows: Pilate orders Longinus
to spare Jesus in '^hc scourging which has been commanded as much
as possible, Procula comes to tell Pilate her dream. Then a Jew
seeks to influence Pilate against Jeaus, Pilat.:^ goes out and a
Madman enters and harangues the crowd about Jesua' real goodness
and greatness. After sentence of death has been pronounced upon
Jesus, and the troops have borne him away, Procula returns and in
a moment of hysteria staba her arm that the blooa may flow as Jesus'
did, Joseph of Ramah cornea to aak Pilate's permiaaion to remove
the body from the cross, Longinus comes back from Calvary and des-
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cribes the GruciAixlon in vivid terms. Herod enters and he and
Pilate pledge each other friendship an.i peace henceforward. The crowd
goes off for the Passover feast.
Just as in The Trial , the plot in bhii3 poem-dram^ is
scarcely bound together. Nq special incidents have been aeveloped
with real dramatic force, but rather, a great number have been in-
cluded just for the sake of working in all the posoible material: as f(
for example, Peter's denials, Pilate's careful ordero about the scroll
to be placed on the cross, Joseph's request, and Pilate's reconcilia-
tion with Herod, The incident of Procula's stabbing herself in i.he
arm is sheer melodrama for v/hich there is no preparation and which
itself leads to nothing. Furthermore, one grows a bit weary of the
old device of the madman who speaks more sanely than the sane —
in hov/ever beautiful language 1 In short. Good Friday to my mind
is merely an elaboration in lovely verse of the Bible version of
the events leading to the Crucifixion, ^t is the least interesting
of the texts, and is significant only in '.he fact of its existence,
and the implication of its stage direction, "The Prisoner is not
shown, only suggested,"
The Terrible Meek
The scene is on a wind-swej)t hill, in a time of darkness.
There is thunder, wind, a Cry sounding above the confused clamor
of many voices and the hurrying of many feet. There follows a sud-
cL
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den hush broken only by the sound of a woman we ping. An Army
Captain comes to her and vainly attempts to persuade her to leave,
A Soldier enters and he and the Captain discus.-, the event which has
just taken place a Crucifixion — and shov; some sympathy i'or the
weeping woman, who, the Captain says, is the victim's mother.
They agree that the man crucified had done nothing really bad, and
the Captain speaks sarcastically about performing one's duty for
duty's sake. The Soldier cannot follov; ihe^e heretical statements
and becomes a little resentful,
I
Captain: Dutyl We talk of Duty! V'hat sort of devil A
duties arc there in the world, do you think,
when they lead blindly, wantonly, wickedly,
to the murder of such a man as this!
Soldier: Well, far as I'm concerned, I on'y obeyed my
orders.
He adds that the man is dead anyhow, anci out of hib troubles, but
the Captain is not so sure: "Life is a terrible, a wonderful thing.
You can't kill it, . . It comes back, it can't die, it rises
2
again," This sort of thinking is beyond the Soldier and he takes
his departure. The Woman speaks aloud in agony, slowly reviewing
her son's life. The Captain comes and tries to console her, say-
ing her son is still alive, and that all the Empires couldn't kill
him. He will establish a new Kingdom requiring a new kind of sol-
dier. At this point the Soldier returns and tells the Captain that
the General has another job for him of the same kind. The Captain
refuses to go, though he knows what it will mean x'or him to dis-
1. Charles Rann Kennedy, The Terrible Meek, p. 19
2. " " " n n " p. 25
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obey orders. The Soldier ia sorry and embarrassed and finally says,
"Look, sir, wot did I tell you? It's comin' light again." To which
the Captain returns, "Eternally."^ The place is filled wi .h an
unearthly splendor, and there towering above the three per^^ons are
2
three gaunt crosses.
The slender plot of this play is purely imaginative. It
starts vvith one fact —the Crucifixion- and goes on from there
to show the influence of the spirit of Jesus after his death, rather
than the occurrences of his ov;n life. There is very little action,
the interest oi' i^he play depending on the emotion of ohe words and
the suspense as to who the persons are which is resolved with the
revealing of the crosses. The principal thing is the tone of rising
hope instead of eternal despair.
Thy Kingdom Come
Three soldiers guard the tomb of Jesus in the Garden —
the Soldier of the Thorns, of the Lance, and of the Seamless Gar-
ment. They are discussing Jesus and the things he used to teach.
There is a general feeling of apprehension among chem — lest
Jesus come out of the tomb, for example. A group of C-^lilean child*
ren come to bring flowers and palms to lay on the tomb. As each
puts down his or her offering, he says, "Master, remember me when
ton come into your kingdom," They tell their simple, child-faith
t. Charles Rann Kennedy, The Terrible Meek
, p. 45
2. " " " " " "p. 64, 65
ti
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in Jeaiis to the soldiers with whom they easily make friends. The
Daughter of Jairus ia sure he will rise again, I'or he raised her
from .he dead. She sayt; her father is didcouraged about it, though,
Jairus' Daughter: He seems to Lhink the cros:^ was the
end of it all when it's only the be-
ginning.
Soldier of the Lance; The beginning of v.hat, Mi^^sy?
Jairus' Daughter: Of the Kingdom,^
The youngest Child repeats a story ahe has heard Jesus tell about
the Kingdom, and then the others all add their ideas about it —
how there will be no hunger, no death, etc. The children are called
home, and after they have left, the Soldiers sleep and dream. The
dreams are personified, and come in holding Lh<; instruments of the
Passion, and remain v/hile the soldiers, talking in Lheir bleep,
tell the story of the mockery and Crucifixion. The dreams pass out
in a blov/ procession, but enlightenjuent h^^a come to the soldiers.
Soldier of the Lance: Behold, by the Cross joy hath come
to the whole world!
Soldier of the Thorns; By the Cross I
Soldier of the Coat; Joy!
Soldier of \.he Lance: Hath come to the whole world!^
The white angels o- the Resurrection come from behind the tomb,
scatter flowers before it and roll the stone aside, then sU.ni with
bowed heads, "their reverent hands folded over their eyes in ^he
darkness before dawn."^
Like The Terrible Meek
, this short play is imaginative
and thoroughly charming. Unlike the others, it goes further afield
1, Florence Converse, Thy Kingdon Come, p. 69
2. " n n n „ ^
^
5- " " " " " p. 96

and frankly introduces an unreal element in the little dreams who
are only symbols after all, but nevertheless change the play from
one of straightforward realism into the realm ot .he fanciful.
The Upper Room
Act I. Samuel, a young boy, is kneeling in the Upper Room, leaning
over the parapet and listening to Jesus' voice outside, "I am the
true vine" . . , The voice ceases, Achaz enters, and Samuel implores
him to save Jesus from the danger which he feels sure is threatening.
He tells Achaz about the Last Supper which has taken place in that
very room, and how Judas went out into the night wiLh a "devil-
driven face". At the sound of a crowd passing below, Samael goes
out, intending to follow it. Enter Joseph oi Arimathea with Mary
Magdalene v;ho also feara some harm will befall the Master, Enter
Mary Mother who is greeted with all reverence, Samuel returns
with the news that Jesus has been taken, A procession, of which
only the glare of torches, an:I Lipearheads, are se^n, passes beneath
the window,
Aet II, Samuel tells Achaz of Jesus' torture which he has just
witnessed, Mary Mother comes in and kneels by the parapet, leaning
out, Judas bursts in, a rope across his shoulders. He ha.^ come
to revisit the scene of the Last Supper, but dashes out in despair
when he sees Mary, Enter Mary Magdalene, crying out that they must
save Jesus somehow, John comes in to take Mary to Calvary, A pro-

cession paaaes under the window. Three croases are seen. The last
one falls and Mary Magdalene cries out in agony. They all leave
except Samuel who kneels alone by the table. There is darkness and
thunder. The crosses may be seen in the distance through the open
window, Achaz comes back and Samuel tells him he has had a dream
about Mary: "Tis us she bore today with ten-fold mother's pangs."
Peter comes in despairingly, but Mary assures him of her forgiveness.
The instruments of the Passion are all laii before i^^ary, together
with the Cup used in the Last Supper, and Veronica's handkerchief,
Mary speaks:
------ Weep for those sins; and see
That by good penance and His Precious Blood
All shall be done away when forth he comes
To meet us all again on Easter ^ay;
And we be comforted, my Son and I, ^
After the Curtain, there is a final tableau about the Cross,
It is curious to note in this play how Uic emphasis has
been neatly shifted from Jesus to his mother Mary. It is Hkdtt in-
fluence to which Magdalene, Judas, and Peter react rather than, as
in the other texts, Jesus' own, Samuel does not have a vision of
what Jesus is going to mean to the world, but of what his death meant
to Mary:
_ _
-I've striven ^o understand
Not why my Lord was slain, for that I think I know;
But why his mother agonized beside him.
Sir, see you not that God designed her pain
That she might be a mother by her pangs
Of all Eve's children? 2
1, Robert Hugh Benson, The Upper Room
, p, 71, 72
2. " " " " " " p. 58, 59
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The "precioua instruments" together with Veronica's handkerchief
and the Cup have taken on a certain mystical significance, obvious-
ly a reflection of Cathi)lic dogma. This is the only one of the
nine plays written strictly from a religious viewpoint and lor def-
initely religiouij ends. It is also the only one, except Good Friday
and the choruses in The Tried to be written in verse.
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Table ahoT?ing the Incidents of the
Passion as they appear in the different texts
Palm Sunday
The Story Brought by Brigit
Cleansing the Temple
Jesus: A Passion Play
The Adulteress
Jesus: A Passion Play
Mary Magdalene
Miracles of Healing
The Dtirk Hours
John and James ask for place
The Dark Hours
In the Hpuae of the High Priests
The Dark Hours
The Trial of Jesus
The Corruption of Judas
Jesus
The Dark Hours
The Trial
Story Brought by Brigit
Gethsemane
Jesus
The Dark Hours
Trial Before Hj^^h Priests
The Dark Hours
The Trial
Peter' s Denial
The Dark Hours
Good Friday
Trial
Trial Before Pilate
Jesus
The Dark Hours
The Trial
Story Brought by Brigit
Upper Room (described)
Procula' 3 Dream
The Sark Hours
The Trial
Good Friday
Story Brought by Brigit
Pilate v.ashing his Hands
The Dark Hours
Scourging and Mockery
Jesus
The Dark Hours
The Trial
Herod' s Reconcil iation
The Dark Hours
The Trial
Good Friday
Pilate' s Writing on tha Cross
The Trial
Good Friday
The Dark Hours
Golgotha
The Dark Hours
Story Brought by Brie it
The Terrible i^eek
Good Friday (describ.^d)
The Trial (described)
Dicing for Seamless Coat
The Dark Hours
Story Brought by Brigit
Thy Kingdom Come (described)
The Thieves Speak
The Dark Hours
Joseph asks for Jesus ' Body
Good Friday
Resurrection
Jesus
Judas ' Remorse
The Dark Hours
Story Brought by Brigit
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B, Character Interpretation
Nowhere does the individualism of an author appear more dis-
tinctly than in his interpretation of a character whose outlines have
already been at least partially sketched in by tradition. The names
of Jeaus and Judas, Pilate and Caiaphas, Peter and John, carry definite
connotations. Each occupies a certain place in the Gospel narratives.
Each has been interpreted as standing for rather definite things, —
Jesus the Redeemer, Judas the Betrayer, Pilate th^ '^oward, Caiaphas the
Cruel, the Beloved John and Impetuous Peter, But in spite of these
facts, the characters who have been created in the various plays, though
they bear the same names, differ radically from one another in some
cases. The Jesus of Ehrmann's play by that name is entirely different
from the hero of Marquis' Dark Hours
, as is Maseiield's Judas from
Marquis' Judas. The explanation seems to be thut each author has taken
his characters and interpreted them from the special point of view of
his own human syilPpathies. A closer analysis of the principal figures
will indicate some of theje similarities and divergencies.
Jesus
Jesus is developed as a real personality in four of the plays,
although as was mentioned above, he never appears actually in the Dark
Hours , In three of them, — The Dark Hours, The Trial
, and The Story
Brought by Bri^^it — he is made to say and do pretty much tne actual
words and deeds recorded of him in the New Testament, Don Marquis ex-
plains that in the case of Jesus he has used the exact speeches written
-
-
-
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in the Gospels, although he has "elaborated, interpreted, —created"
the other characters. But he has skilfully selected tho^e portions
which build up the strongest impression of Jesus. There are Lhe
cures effected outside Ihe house of the Hi^h Priest in the first
scene, Lo jhow hia love not only for 'humanity' but for peoplel
There are the worda of comfort to the disciples in the Garden, "Yet
a little while" . . "A new commandment give I unto you" , . .
There is the Agony of Gethsemane, emphasizing his humtn ^ide and
his power to follow Ihe ideal, turning his back on the easy way.
Finally, there is the victorious cry from the Cross, "Father, into
Thy hands" , . . This choice of speeches, added to the constant
sense that Jesus is actually present, hhour.h unseen, makes of him
a real chtiracter, not simply a puppet.
On the other hand, Masefield in The Trial has also used
Biblical speeches practically entirely for J^esus himself. But the
impression left by his Jesus is purely negative. He is silent when
he should speak, and unconvincing when he talks as T-hough he were
silent throur.h fear, and as though he were evading Pilate's questions
rather than answering with straightforward frankness. It is difficult
to understand whji Pilate should be impressed by him at all, as he
appears to be. The reason for all this seems to be that while all
the other characters are built up emotionally to a certain extent,
the speeches of Jesus are quite unemotional: instead of reaching
the peak of the climax, they fall short every time because one is
<I
constantly keyed up to expect a revelation of atrong personal ity
which never is p-.iven. The result is that Jesus ia very weakly char-
acterized, thud causing the entire play to fail of effectiveness
and so to remain a singularly unsatisfactory presentation of thi-
event.
In Lady Gregory's version, Jesus is again the Biblical
figure, but he is given peculiar individuality by the commenta of
the other characters about him. The Ronan Seargent Marcus says
of Jesus on trial before Pilate: To look ;-t him and to see his
courage, and n^vcr a friend to help, you would nearly say him to be
the only man in the place you would call a man, whether he is or
is not of the gods." And again, Joel, a Jewish boy from the moun-
tains, says of him; If he is or is not the Christ I cannot tell.
But whether or no, he is the only whole gentleman in the world!
And he is given a ch;-racter of serene and pure brightness by the re-
current phrases, "0^ blessed Christ", or "Our white Lord" which
adds meaning to the few words he says in his brief appearances.
Quite distinct from these three is the figure of Jesus
as Max Ehrmann portrays him. We find a hint of this difference
in the introduction which claims that the characters have been
"stripped of supernatural embell ishraent"
. One suspects iminediately
that in his anxiety go do this effectively, the author will over-
shoot his mark and go to the opposite extreme of underrating Jesus
— which turns out to be the fact. In making him absolutely human.
1, Lady Gregory, Story Brounht by Brigit
, p. 75
I
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he has made him something less than the highest humanity. In the
first place, Jesus is strange-looking; for people apeak of his start-
ling white face and passionate eyes, so that some claim he is an as-
cetic, and others, that he is just .he opposite. And he ucta strange-
ly, for his brother sayss Ehen my mother and my brothers speak to
him, his eyes look far off and he moans within himself and says
strange words, ^ Jesus thus becomes at least eccentric. Then, he
is a man of anger, swayed by his passions, less poised than in the
Dark Hours , less serene than in the Story Brou)7:ht by Bri^.it , His
indictment of the money-changers and animal -venders is vory severe;
"Within this house of prayer there are thieves walking in t,he cloake
of holy men; they are vipers that have learned to speak. They stand
erect like men. They are evil, V/oe to you that take bread from
2
the mouths of the poor anu clothe yourselves in fine linens!"
And when a priest in dismay bids him hold back Lhc people, he saya,
"I will not!" and pressing forward in front of uhem, shouts above
the noise and tumult. To the Pharisees also he is bitterly denun-
ciatory. As they slink off after dragging in Mary Magdalene demand-
ing that he judge her, Jesus cries savagely (|), "You serpents,
you offspring of vipers, how shall you escape the judgments of hell I
Upon another occasion he is "irritated" by a question from one of
hid disciples. Later in that same scene he commands his followers
to buy swords and thtn in the next breath tells them, "For a moment,
Matthew, you made me forget. Two swords are enough.
,
We do not need
1, Max Ehrmann, Jesus, Act 1
2 . " " n "1
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more." This would aeera to indicate that even t t thiu moraerit, v.hun
he was approaching final crisis oT his life, hib mind was not - irmly-
sent upon what he was going to do. At the same time, he could in-
spire words like these from Mary Magdalene; "He was f rose blooming
amid stones; he was like .he breaking of dawn in the springtime,
and like the twilight of the setting sun in the harvest time. When
he touched me I grew utill within," Mr. Ehrmann s characterization
of Jesus seems to me as a v;hole to be a very sincere effort to show
his real human worth. If anything, it errs on the side of being
too human, with a certain tempes tuousness which makes a figure less
lofty than we would have the Master of Men to be.
Of the four interpretations of Jesus just discussed, that
of Marquis seems to me most satisfactory and convincing for Lhe
reasons given under the discussion of Jesus as h- appears in the
Dark Hours
.
2, Judas
Judas as a person in the plays differs more from the Bible
Judas, or rather, haa had more added to him, than Jesus. All the
authors who have included Judas are at one in seeking some extenuat-
ing explanation for his treachery in betraying Jesus. That is, they
do not accept altogether the impression left by the brief Gospel
narrative that Judas was entirely corrupt — perhaps because a later
age feels that Jesus would never have chosen a man of tharoughly
1
.
Max Ehrmann, Jesus
, Act 5
2. " " " "5
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perverted character for one oi' his intimate circle oi disciples;
or, that ufter Judas had asaociat^ d with ^esus' own I'ine, loyid na-
ture _o/ some time, he woul-'. have been incapable of turning ag&inat
him for a palury thirty pieces of silver. The general sentiment
seems to be one of sympathy for hia weakness and regret for hia
action — which may or :aay not indicate the perhaps unconscious in-
fluence upon people oi' this spirit of Jesus,
To Max Ehrmann, Judas is a devout man and a dreamer. At
the first, he believes in ana loves Jesus. He aaya of him to Rabbi
Meier:
"We have often sat in the night under Lhe open sky and
listened to him. His voice is like music in the night.
It is like ohe voice of a shepherd calling his sheep
that have scattered. It is like far-away music soft
and low. Sometimes he spoke to us and ^^.oiuetimes to his
Father just a little beyond the stars. And we almost
have seen hia Father, and almost have heard the angels
singing beautiful songs of the v.orlu thci.t shall be." ^
This speech, incidentally, is typical of th almost unnaturally
poetic conversations which Ehrmann puts into the mouths of his char-
acters. But Judas grows weary "of heavens that cone not, of prom-
ises unfulfilled"; he begins to doubt Jesus, and resolves xo bring
matters to a crisis. Therefore he falls in with the wily suggestions
of the Pharisees and agrees to betray his Master, As the soldiers
are binding Jesus, Judas cries out to him to reveal his Messiahship,
and after they have taken him away, Judas says, "ffather, tomorrow
thou wilt show Thyself, or by Thy absence, chastise a gentle fool."'^
1 , Max Ehrmann, Jesus , Act 2
i.
i
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Even yet he has no concep'oion of Jesus real fate. Hia remorse
when he doea reali'^p it sends him to Pilate's palace to ple^d lirst
\ ith the priests lo withdraw their charges against Jesus, and then
with Jesus that he call heavenly powers to his aid and release him-
self. His agony is very real, and heirhtened drematically by Je-
sus' attitude towards him of continiied kindliness with no resentment
in it. This presentation of Judas' character, then, shows him as
a disappointed visionary, consumed with bitter remorse when he ^inds
that he has brought only shane upon one whom he loved regardless
of whether he was the Messiah or not.
Lady Gregory devotes only a short space to Judas, and,
quite in keeping with the whole tone oi' her play, allows no note
of hatred -.o creep in with him. Even v/hile the devoted . o-^en and
Joel are upraiding him, they give the impression not so uuch of con-
demning him as of condemning his sin. Lady "^regory' s explanation
for his act is contained only in his own words as he accepts the
bribe offered by the Scribe, "There is a devil come into me since
yesterday, and little I care where he'll lead me",^ which is not a
very satisfactory solution,
Masefield's Judas goes to the other extreme and becomes
a pious prude. He tells the priests that he had been a friend of
Jesus until he heard .he latter proclaim himself the Son of God.
After which testimony at Lhe trial, he turns to Jesus himself and
delivers a little exhortation:
1, Lady Gregory, Story Brought b^ Bri^it, Act p. 24
m
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"I told you where all their flattery would lead
you. Their praise has turned you from God, Humble
yourself again like you aid at first, and you'll
be white as you were. Beat down your spiritual
pride." 1
Apparently Masefield intends him ;.o be quite sincere in this jpe^ch.
There is no sense of hypocrisy behind it. When Judas learns thut
Jesus is to be crucified, he is filled with horror: "He is a good
man, not a bad man, not a blasphemer. He was only boasting."
"I have sinnedl I have sinned! I have betrayed innocent blood!"
"I am accursed, accursed, accursed!"^ All of theae speeches
savor of the melodramatic too mjich to be very acceptable, Mase-
field' s final explanation of Judas seums to be th; t he betrayed Je-
sus on moral grounds, parB.doxical as that may sound, expecting that
he would receive merely correction at the- hands of the authorities.
But i'iasef ield* s drawing oi' his character is too vague anu weak to
be convincing,
Don Marquis* inti,rpretation of Judas in unique and by
far the most interesting, Judas thinks himself peculiarly under .he
influence of Jesus, and rebels against the feeling of helplessness
this gives him, Jesus has read his thoughts, he knows, and t^o he is
in a sense powerless to do otherwise than Jesus has foreseen. He
is distraught and feels himself literally "possessed":
"Spirits that come from God and spirits that come
from hell, how can I tell which is which. They are
all in me, I tell you, priest! I am a city full
of spirits and they riot in vhe streets. It is
Jesus of Nazareth who has done oh is thing to ue!
- - He has taken from me my power to be myself ,"5
1. John Masefield, The Trial , Act I, d. 5I
2. " " " " " I, p. 56, 57
5. Don Marquis, Th£ Dark Hours
, Sc. 1, p. 22
f
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He is completely dominat<;d by .his : Imoal hypnotic influence: "He
and I have been tied together. V/e were born lo bo one ano -her'a
bane. Ahd we have felt that ... we have felt that . . from the
first. Marquis resorts to an interesting stage device to empha-
size this point still further. In the Gethsemane scene, the direc-
tions read that there shall be a flicker of fireflies "as if a line
of sparks were ohot out of one mind acros;; the dark into another
mind and shot back again^" —as though between Jesus' and Judas'
minds. But after Judas has betrayed "^esua, he is full oi remorse:
"It is done' It id lone* And I burn! I burni " There is in one sen-
tence a little suggestion of ambition driving him on in that he says
he h;id hoped to be a ch::mborlain in ohe Kingdom, but thi3 more com-
prehensible human desire is subordinated to the theme of the odd
"psychic influence". For it is odd and rather incredible, too.
It savors of the supernatural an 1 seems psychologically unsound,
upon sober consider;; tion. Yet in reading the text, one i^ carried
away by ^he intensity of Judaa' emotion, and by the feeling of an
uncontrollable lorce working in him and compelling him to act against
his own will. There is an interesting contrast also suggested in
the fact that v/hile his character and that of Jesus must have been
temperamentally alike if they were subject to thio intuitive reading
of one another's ideas, they made such different things of their lives.
Altogether, Marquis* explanation of Judas at least captures the
imagination and the ^yppathy, whether it be a sound explanation or not.
1, Don Marquis, The Dark Hours
, Sc. 1, p. 28
2. " " n H n Sc. 2, p. 42
i€
5. Pilate
Pilate has been treated more sun .arily, an i mf-y be dis-
posed of in a few sentences. He is petulant in Ehrmann's ver..ion
of the trial scene, unwilling to surrender Jesus to uhe bloodthirsty
mob at first, but finally weakening to say in disgust, "Take your
King! Crucify himl
"
Marquis makes him proud and contemptuouB of ohe Jews; a
weakling in addition, since he cleara his conscience of the affair
hy washing his hands literally and figuratively, but regrets his
decision as he watches the mob lead Jesus to Calvary,
Masefield, however, makes Pilate appear rather imprestied
with Jesua and lenient toHards him until Annas says that Jesus
might inflame the populace into an insurrectiou against Home, after
which Pilate feels it his duty to condemn Jesus as an "important pol-
itical prisoner" on this charge. But he 1^3 more judicial and fair-
minded in this account than in the other two. Masefield also repre-
sents the priests as just judges, while Marquis has theri act from
motives of political expediency. Neither Pilate nor any of the
priests is very strongly characterized in any of the texts,
4, Mary Magdalene
Mary of Magdala play^j t-.n important role in mo^t of the
plays. She appears three times in the Dark Hours — first as wit-
ness before the priests, after which she runs out of the house
'i
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crying to Jesus that he is in danger. When he is bbing tried before
the prieots, she attempts to force her way past the ofiicers on the
stairs to get to him. Lastly, she id present, looking on at the
Crucifixion. She ia not clearly defined in thid play.
She occupies more space in Ehrmann's play, having seen
Jesus but once, she is nevertheless captured or at least fascinated
by hia spirit. She talks oi him to her lover Terreno:
Ter,: Who is he that takes your love from me? . . I
will not p;ive you up,
Mary* His love is not like yours,
Ter.: Are hia lips redder than mine with the thirst
of desire?
Mary* I^ever have his lips touched mine. Nothing in
the world is as pure as his lips,
Ter.: Or do his eyes tell you of some new joy in the
woods at night?
^
Mary: They tell of joy in other worlds.
And she is finally wholly captured by the ideal of Jesus life after
he has saved her from being stoned as an adulteress, so that after
his death she is strong enough to refuse all Terrene's offers of love
saying she is dead to sin. And she is the one who, by the power of
her spiritu: 1 love for Jesus, is enabled to see him in the spirit
after his Resurrection:
Ter.: You are crying out like a mad v;oman. To whom
are you crying out? There is no one here but
ourselves,
I^^ary: (rising) Look, there he goes past the door of
the tomb! Peter, Joanna, John, ^ have seen himl
He has come out of the tomb!^
1 , Max Ehrmemn, Jesus , Act I
2
.
" " " Act V
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Like Ehrmann's other charact«rb, she is !i little strained, a little
unnatural
•
Maeterlinck, with Mary Magdalene aa the heroine of his play,
really tries to show her conversion, the struggle between what she
haa been, and the ideal which Jesus ia forcing upon her conacioua-
neaa. When she first appears in the play, she is full of native
hauteur and cruelty. Yet even then, she feels herself " irreaistibly
drawn by the divine voice" to go and listen to Jesus, Freed from
the influence of his immediate preaence, she gives herself up Lo
her very human love for the young Roman Verua, Again she is drawn
by this mysterious spiritual force, and when Lazarus comes aa a
messenger, saying, "The Maater call a," ahe is ready to leave Verus
to follow him. By this time she has progressed so far in her under-
standing of Jeaua' way of life that when Verus later offers her the
alternative of accep ^.ing him, in which case he v<ill noo follow 'whrough
his orders to seize Jesus, or of refusing him, in which case Jesus'
life will be I'orfeit, she is able to aay ateadfaatly: "If I bourht
his life at the price you offer, all thnt he wished, all that he loved
would be dead, . , I cannot plunge "ohe flame in the mire to save the
lamp I I cannot give him the only death thnt would t,ouch himi " Af-
ter all Verua' arguments and pleading she simply says, "Go!" speaking
"in a voice from another life, full ^f peace, full of divine clarity
and certainty,"^ Maeterlinck has really made of ^ary a symbol of
human love surrendering to a spiritual passion. If anything, she is
1 , Max Ehrmann, Jesus
, Act V
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too ideal. Maeterlinck and Ehrmann conaider her from the same
viewpoint and each of them, one feels — at least a womf.n does! —
is a little sentimental in hia treatment of her character.
These four figures are the most outut'inJing ones v/hich ap
pear in more than one play among the nine. Other characters are
duplicated, but ^heir parts are so minor that they need not be dis-
cussed in any detailed fashion. And in some plays, there are very
strong individual characterizations — as the Captain in Kennedy's
The Terrible Meek — but because they find a place in only one play
they are not considered in this section.
c
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C, The Individual jam of the Plays
There are many " individual iums" , if one may call them
such, giving the plays flavoring and apice, which -.o not come under
the heada of either Plo^ or Charactor is'.ation,
1 . The Story Brought Br in; it
out, almost suggesting the folklore of .he people. This effect is
achieved in part because the play is a3..ocii.ted with the leg<.nd of
St, Brigit as the foster-mother of Jesus (when he and his mother
were brought for safety to Ireland in King Herod's time!) It really
improves on the leg- nd by supposing Brigit to have be<;n called to
Palestine by a vision, to witness Jesus' death for mankind. The il-
lusion of "folk'simpl icity" ib aided further by the Irish twist to
the words — the use of "himself" in referring to «^esus, and the
curious grammatical structure: "It's no v,onder p. broken heart to
be with her. Let her keen him and cry her fill"^ — which always
has a fascination for our American ears. Furthermore, the aongs
introduced add tremendously with their minor cadences both of words
and music:
Isn't it great th>. pity.
The Child she crooned in her arms,
Och, och, agus, Och-uch-anl
The spear to be in his aide.
The dust to be on his headi
Och, och, agus, Ochone-0| ^
This play of Lady Gregory's is quaint and charming through-
1. Lady Gregory, Story Brought bjr Brigit
, Act III, p. 85
e
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Yet thour^h the general tone 11. aubduei, it ia far from r.loomy, and
its gentl< serenity is pricked out with bits oj' humor and brir.ht
imagination. The tramp, Daniel, thour.h ho playa a v.oeful ,^art in
the scene of the trial before Pilate, is nevertheless a comic figure
as the chronic grumbler. As for i.he iraaginativenes.; of the play,
here i^; the scene in which John and the ..omen are watching the Cru-
cifixion from the distance:
John: Give over keening. Look at that brightness.
Brigit* It is like the far-off music of uh^ birds of ohe
plains of heaven.
(Then John hears #esus speaking such words as, "Behold, I
stand at the door", and he repeats them lo ^he v.omen.)
1st Woman: Oh, our white Lord!
John: - - -'and I will give him the Morning Star.'
Bri,;it» That ^od may bring us all to th. same joy his
blessed soul returns tol
Women: Oh blessed Christl^
All the persons of this play are simple and human. Jesus is not
far ofi' to them, but quite one of themselves, only holier and love-
lier. No one is swept by violent emotion. As has been said above,
the tone is one or bright serenity. From a pontic standpoint, this
is to me the most satisfactory interpretation of the Passion story.
From the content side, it is filled with the Christ-spirit which has
eliminated bitterness ana hate. Structurally, it is built wi .h care-
ful articjtic skill, so that it has worth both from religious and dram-
atic stundardb oi' judgment. It would uake an excellent Little Theatre
production.
1. Lady Gregory, Story Brought b^ Brip-it
, Act III, p. 85
c
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2. The ^'errible Meek and Thy Kinp;dom Come
In a sense, Kennedy's Terrible Meek and Converde'a The
Kin^dog Come are more closely akin to Lady Grep^ory's play than to
any of the others, thourrh strictly speaking, they can hardly be
said to rese.ible it. Both, however, are hirrhly imaginative. The
Terrible Meek seems to me to try to do for literature what Von
Uhde did in art — to bring Christ down from the first century in
Palestine to everyday terms and so make him real. It is perhaps
a little shocking to read for the first t .me, when one has been ac-
customed t,o plays about Jesus all written inthe King's English,
It is a shock, I say, to t.-ink. of Mary Mother as "a peasant woman"
who sonetimes uses incorrect graiamar. And a soldier who speaks
with a decided cockney accentl Yet the mOot restrained and perfect
English could never carry more feeling than lies in at least one
speech of Mary's:
"Is it cold you are, my lad? I cannot reach you
yonder - on'y your poor broken feet and the an-
kles hanging limp toward me. My bosom warms and
waits for you, hungering, yearning, like the
day I bore you; but I cannot get up to you; I
am cratiped and cold and beaten: I cannot reach
you yonder" , , .
'
The Captain, as befits an educated man, speaks forcefully and well.
Here is exposition of what the Kingdom may mean:
"I tell you, woman, this dead son of yours, dis-
figured, shamed, spat upon, has built a Kingdom
this day that can never die. The living glory
of him rules it . . The meek, the terrible meek,
the fierce, agonizing meek, are about to er.ter
into their inheritance . "^
1. Charled Rann Kennedy, The Terrible Meek
, p.29
e
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For all the "naturalism" of the play, there is reverence, sincerity,
and depth in it, but it is rather over-emotional, as perhaps it
would ne. d to be aince there is no action to hold the attention
and carry thu meaning. It would probably not appeal to a secular
audience, and a good church audience would doubtloas object to
the language.
The same might be said of Thy Kingdom Borne, thourh its
in
tone id consistently lighter than/the other because of the cliildren
whose conversation is reasonably natural and child-like, for once.
The conversation of the soldiers is also natural, full of slang and
humor, "That old blighter Caiaphas ain't afraid of the dead. It's
the livin' he's out after. Or this:
Soldier of the Coat (piteously): But I can't find no
kingdom inside of me to serve.
Soldier of the Thorns: Nothing but p-uts, hey? Well,
guts ain't so worse,
2
I should judge that this play might make better reading than acting,
5, The Dark Hours
For me, the Dark Hours is the most compelling presentation
of the Passion, because it is so intense and full of emotion through-
out, nor is lhat euotional at all sentimental. The conflict in Ju-
das, for exaraple, is presented very powerfully, and without quite
understanding it, one id overpowered by its vehemence. Then too,
\ Marquis has an eye to dtrong dra;iatic effects. There is the speech
of Caiaphas which is so ironical for us; "Judas, this ir, a deed for
which thou wilt be remembered throu^-h the agea,"^ And there is
1. Charles Rann Kennedy, ^le Terrible Meek, p. 56
2. " " n « n " p 60
5. Marquis, Dark Hours, Sc, 1, d.25
rr
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Lazarus' entrance — the meaoenger from God as contrasted with the
messenger from Herod. There are the half-heard speeches of Peter as
he denies his Lord, between the outbursts of the mob from the room
where the trial is taking place. In fact, the action verges at tines
upon the melodramatic ~ Malchus' death wheh he attempts to rescue
Jesus, and the death of the blind man who witnesses for him in the
mob in front of Pilate's palace. The technical difficulties of pre-
senting the Dark Hours on the stage would be very great, especially
in the third scene where there is a parallel set of speeches from
the Judgment Hall and courtyard respectively, and in the laat scene
where all the actors are concentrating on something offstage.
The Dark Hours is a play of historic realism,
4, Jesus ; A Passion Pi ay
The most interesting thing about this play is the desperste
effort Mr. Ehrmann makes to show Jesus as purely human, even going
to the length of having his body removed obviously from the tomb,
80 that he will not have to admit a physical Resurrection, Notwith-
standing this fact, he has been sufficiently captivated by the life
of Jesus, even shorn of its supernatural elements, to want to write
a play about it. The most outstanding feature of the play itself
is the extraordinarily poetic conversation in which the humble people
indulge. The speech of Mary Magdalene quoted under the heading of
"Characterization", is a case in point. Another is the conversation
of the disciplea in the ^^arden. And finally, the long monologue at
c
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the end spoken by Joseph as he looks at Jesus lyinp; dead before him:
Farewell, strange youth, farewell! - - - Thou wast
love and storm and fire and love again. God made
thee to strive, A flame he set within thy breast.
Farewell, gentle Galilean, I thought to serve thee
better than to dig thy grave. Forgive me . .
This play seems to me to rank below Marquis'
,
5. Mary Magdalene
This is a rather difficult play to estimate. I suspect
that it suffers in translation, fo;- one thing. For another, Mary
Magdalene is not a real peraon as Maeterlinck has drawn her. Her
conversion, which is a vital point in the play, does not actually
take place on the stage, and so is weakened. There is no reasonable
explanation for Mary's b, ing drawn to Jesus in the first act, nor for
her following Lazarus, in the secoiid. If she was hypnoti2:ed into
going, there was no virtue in her doing so. And it is difficult to
account for her firm stand against Verus in the last act. But the
theme is interesting of itself: the idea that Jesus' life or death
lay in Mary's hands, and that she chose death on the basis of his
own teachings,
6. The Trial of Jesus j Good Friday ; The Upper Room
None of these three plays appeals to me as being a dramatic
success, and I think enough has been said about them previously to
justify only a few sentences at this time. The Trial and Good
Friday are distinctly disappointing as nroceeding from so able a
craftsman as John Masefield. For me at least, they are lacking in
1 , Max Ehrmann, Jesus
, Act V
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intereatj they are not well constructed dramctically, and I cannot
reconcile myself to the introduction, for no apparent reason, of
the incongruouB choruses. Nevertheless, several pasoagea in Good
Friday are memorable as lovely poetry.
The Upper Room , on the other hand, is weak because it strives
to be dogmatic. Also, the verse is mediocre and full of "vain rep-
etition", as the "Come, come, my ladl" with which the Innkeeper
fills all available pauses. Strangely enourh foi- a play of this
type, the Resurrection is not included at all, and any possible
drajnatic suspense that might be created is destroyed by Ii<lary who
calmly refers to her Son as ri.jing on Easter Day, when he i.as only
just been crucified. There is no approach to a draratic climax in
the whole play, everything depending upon the she.r emotional effect
upon the audience of seeing Mary and Peter ; nd John and the Instru-
ments of the Passion upon the stage.
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D, Summary
For a very brief conclusion to this aection, I am list-
ing the playj in two ways: first in the order of their preference
as literature; second, in L,heir order o. preference as draiaatic
representations.
As Literature For Acting
1. Story Brour.ht by Brig it 1. Story Brought by Brigit
2. The Dark Hours 2. The Dark Hours
5. Good Friday 5. Jesus
h. Thy Kingdom Come 4. Mary Magdalene
5. kary ^^agdalene 5. Thy Kingdom Come
6. Jesus 6. The '^rial of Jesus
7. The Terrible Meek 7. Goo'l Friday
8. The Trial of Jesus 8. The ferrible Meek
9. The Upper Room 9. The Upper Room
c
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Chapter Two
Modern Presentationa of the Pasdlon
We have been discussing the modern Paeeion ^lay chiefly
as literature, and very little from the vievspoint of playing on
the stage. There are, however, a number of bona fide presentations
of Passion Plays which are acted, some annually, others at longer
intervals. The most famous of these is the decennial Passion Play
of Oberaramergau, with which specific performance the term "Passion
Play" is synonymous for the average person. But there are many
other performances — more thtn one would suspect. A list of thoiie
places in which such plfcys are presented — i.e., those about v/hich
I have been able to find dome definite information — follows:
1 . Oberamiaergau
2. Hoerlitz, So, Bohemia
5. Thierse;., in the Tyrol
4. Island of Hiva-oa, in the Marquesas
5. Island of Caldy
6. Tokio, "^apan
7. Canada
a. St. Jerome (near Montreal)
b. Naremata, British Columbia
8. U.S.A.
a. Mountains of Kew Mexico
b. Los Angeles
c. San Francisco
d. Bloomington, 111,
The character of the individual production can best be
understood in the light of the purpose which has motivated its
e
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performance. These reasona may be classified ;,8 follows;
1. Religioua mcmoritil of The.nksgiving
2. Relir.ious Rite
5. Relip;ious Inatruction
4. Dramatic Values
1 . As a memorial of Thanks^, iging
Oberammergau
The Oberamnergau Passion ^lay, as everyone knows, is a
great and lasting memorial of thanksgiving, pledged by -.he citizens
of the small town in gratitude for their deliverance from the Black
Plague which ravaged the Bavarian Alpa in I655. Other townt had
practices also as reminders of their release, but of these, only
two have survived to the present day — the ringing of the church
bell at four o'clock of an afternoon in the village of Partenkir-
chen, and the great decennial performance at Oberajiunergau , ^ The
pious disposition 01' ihe people appears in the Preface to the 1922
edition of the text. It is related hov; the citizens made a solemn
vov/, "and behold: This trustful confidence was not confounded,
2
Not another person died of the disease, tho-.gh many lay ill of it."
Since I68O, the Pasaion has been re-enacted faithfully at ten-year
intervals, interrupted only by ^he Thirty Years War, and, in 1920,
by the conditions resulting from the Great ^'ar of I9l4.
All the work of preparation, both as to mechanics and
1. Wm. M. Sloane, She Passion Play
, in The Outlook , Dec. 5I, I9IO
2, Intro, to Text of the Passion Play, I9IO
5. Wm. M. Sloan., The Passion Plajr. in The Outlook
,
Dec. 5I, I91O
t
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actual training of ^he performers is ..one in uhe valley by its in-
habitants. The text of the play has been a slow growth, to which the
chief individual contribution was made by Joseph Alois Daisenberger,
a priest born in the neighboring village of Oberau, in 1799 • The
lines are aingularly evangelical, according to Willip.ra Sloane,
writing in the Outlook . The language "is grave, sedate, pregnant,
simple" — like a /ecital of the Scriptures. This same writer aaus
that thij particular Pa?-" lay is not strictly a play tit all,
but a series of living pictures. The performance, he aays, is of
interest only as one ol the old mysteries. He finds a large amount
of innate ana unconscious ability in the actors, so that "there L.re
style, finish, smoothness, and at times genius, in the performance",^
And Otis Skinner says, "These Bavarian peasants were not inspired
amateurs; they were disciplined actors." On the other hand. Deems
Taylor finds the Passion ^lay at ^berammergau a pious but tedious
effort to improve upon the Gospel. The actors, he says, are afraid
to be natural, and their very devotion to the subject-matter is their
undoing dramatical ly.^ Both Mr. Sloane and f.ir. Taylor are agreed
that their performance is lacking from a purely drariatic standpoint,
but while the former attributes its weakness to the fact that the
events are so familiar that all possible dramatic effect is eliminated
from the start. My. Taylor says the play is sjanpathetic but unimag-
inative. The effect on the audience, however, is to carry one
"out of the desert of pure reason".^ This verdict is corroberated
1. W. M. Sloane, The Passion Play
, in The Outlook, Dec, Jt, 1910
2. Otis Skinner, Footlif^hts and Spotli.^hts
, p, ^20
5. nie Passion Pi ay , in The Literary Digest, May 15, 1920
€
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indirectly by Otis Skinner's comment on the impreaaion he carried
^
away with him: "I left the villare knoving I had been for a week
atnong artista of rare quality — men an! women not only deeply
reverent in their rjli-:ion, but deeply relif^ioua in their reverence."
2, Devotional
Hoerlitz
A short article in the New York Times laut 3um. .er gave a
brief sketch of a similar Passion Play which was being performed
at that time in Hoerlitz, Bohemia. The original text for this play
was written by a Capuchin monk, I^^rtin Cochems, in 1816, with its
basij in an old folklore book The 'Jreat Life of Christ dating from
1682. The Hoerlitz play is given in a wooden building with a regular
stage, as opposed to the outdoor spactacle of ^beramiaergau. The general
nature of the tvio plays seems to be the same, both in turn resembling
the mediaeval miracle plays with tableaux covering Biblical history
from Genesis on. But in the Hoerlitz pley the tableaux are only
to show history up to the time of the life of Christ, after v;hich
the drama proper of the Passion begins. In the Oberammergau text,
the tableaux are given at the beginning of the real scenes ana have
symbolic significance. The author of the article tells nothing
concerning i.he origin of the play nor how often it is presented,
j)
but he declares that it compares favorably with the more elaborate
performance save for the Crucifixion scene which loses from being
1. Otis Skinner, Footlights and Spotlights
, p. 525
r
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played indoors with artificial stage aurroundingii
.
A recent article in the '^heatre Arts Monthly speakd of
a number of performt-nce of the Paa.sion which are to be ae^n every
summer throughout the Tyrol, "characterized by the sajne sincerity,
effective acting and unfailing reverence as the ^be r amine rgau play,"
These performances are not baaed on the ^beramiaergau Pauaion, but
on manuacripts firmly rooted in local tradition, which go bad: a
century or more. The players' purpose is uaually either devotional
or patriotic.
Thieraee
This same article th n goeo on to describe one particular
performance in aome detail, that at Thieraee, which is devotional.
The Mass is celebrated before the performance, and the audience par-
takes. There is a coatumed chorus, "expositor", tableaux, and acted
incidents of the Suffering, While the production ia obviously more
for a didactic purpoae than for theatrical effectivenea j , concludes
the writer, the quality of .he acting brings conviction and beauty
to the performance, sincerity and " a living truth of feeling com- '
2
binea with outward truth to character."
St. Jerome
I
A Passion Play among villagers in Canada was instituted
two years ago at St, Jerome, about forty miles from Montreal. The
drama, prepared by L'Abbe J. D'Avila Ethier, conaijta of five acts
\, Edward T, Heyn, Oberammergau in Bohemia , N.Y.Times , July 5I, I927
2. Sheldon Cheney, feasant Plays in the Tyrol
, Theatre Arts ,
April, 1928
t1^
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and twenty"five tableaux, the text being heip;htened by skilful, ar-
tistic costuming, and professional lighting. Though the aponaora
of the drajaa are Catholic prieets, the acting is done by the people
of the town themselves, and done very effectively, too, "in a spirit
of reverence and sincerity which leaves every raeraber of the aud-
ience deeply inpressed by the atmosphere of truth which prevails."^
Bloominf.ton , 111 inois
In our country, there is a performance of the Passion
by the Scottish Rite Players, in Bloomington, Illinois. This
also is devotional in character, and on the prograiome is a special
notice, "Owing to the character of the presentation there must be
NO applause"! The play is described as being "offered as a tribute
to the life and works of the Master Man of all ages, whose sublime
sayings are woven like a thread of thick gold through all the teach-
ings of Scottish Rite Masonry," The Prologue to the play is intended
to symbolize all types of life, for "there is a period in the life
of each (peraon' when he turns instinctively to the altar of God,
and seeks in prayer and meditation the consoling beneficence of the
great comforter, the lowly Man of Nazareth." The play itself
consists of fifty scenes, "visualization" of incidents from Jesus'
ministry, concluding with his Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension.
It is a very sincere attempt "to bring to men and women the real
meaning of Jesus Christ to the world."
1. Article in the Boston Globe
, July 5I, 1927
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5. As a Relipjious Rite
Mountains of New Mexico
Strikingly opposed to this atmosphere of quiet reverence
is the savage fervor with which a band of religious fanatics, known
as the "Penitentes", in the Raton and Sandia Mountains of New Mexico
perform the Passion as absolution for their sins. For centuries,
each Good Friday afternoon, this group of ignorant Mexican-Indians
has gone throup;h the scourgings and the torture of the Passion with
desperate realism. The highest honor, for which all the men com-
pete, is the privilege of acting the part of the Chriatus, though
this involves the cruellest sort of agony. The "fortunate" man who
is taking the part, his back lashed and torn by actual scourgings,
staggers under the weight of the cross to the spot representing
Calvary. He is there bound upon the cross (time was v;hen the vic-
tims were actually nailed on) which is then dropped into the hole
dug for it, and hangs there for a half hour, while the rest of the
people stand about him in a reverential silence. After the time has
elapsed, the Christus is taken down from the cross, and nursed back
to life with anxious care. It can readily be understood how thoae
who take part sometimes die of exhaustion when it is over.
There is something appalling in the fanaticism which sees in
this literal transcription of Jesus' sufferings a mean^ to grace,
1. Article, Penitentes
. in the Lit
. Digest
,
Sept. 9, 1922
c
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laland of Caldy
A less violent ceremony, alao purely relijriouB in intent,
is the acting of a Passion Play — almost as a part of the church
ritual — every Friday during Lent, by the White Benedictine monks
in a monastery on the Isle of Caldy off the coast of Wales, In
this production there is a curious mingling of theatrical modern-
ity and severe devotional ism. The lighting is highly effective,
the scenery simple. Instead of costumes, the actors wear their ovm
white monkish habits. Those who take the part of women wear cowls
to indicate the fact. "The actors move slowly through their parts,
while voices rising from behind the curtains continually sing devo-
tional music, and between the scenes the audience recites the pray-
1
ers of the mystery of the rosary."
4, For ^el irious Instruction
Hiva-Oa
Thus far, the Passion Plays presentations discussed have
been if not tragic, at least soleran, in essence. We come now to
a performance which has delicious, if dnconscious, huiaor for the
by-stander at least, though its intrinsic earnestness is unquestion-
able. On the Island of Hiva-Oa in the group known as the Marquesas,
the good French fathers who devoted themselves to converting the
cannibalistic tribe thfrre, found that the natives were more im-
pressed by certain cheap prints of scenes from Jesus' life, than
1, Article in The Living Age
, July 29, 1922
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by all the sermons preached. Determining to use the possibilities
of visual instruction to the limit, theyarranp^ed series of tableaux
— "living pictures"— and from these aroae the Passion Play v;hich
is "staged" annually during Holy Week. The natives themselves play
the leading roles, and everything is suited — with extreiue Chris-
tian liberality on the part of the priests — to their somewhat
limited mentalities. For example, all the parts must be played,
according to the ideas of the people, by persons whose characters
fit them for it. Thus Judas is always a petty offender whose release
from jail is obtained by the priests on condition oi' his playing
the part. Mary Magdalene is played by one ol' the non-Christian
island girls, and in some cases at least, her "stas-ie redemption"
has ultimately become permanent. The Christus is the only exception
to this rule, and is selected purely ana ..imply because he has a
natural beard, the priests having an objection to the use of false
whiskers! Everything is couched in realistic fashion, — the Last
Supper is a feast of native fruits spread on banana leaves on the
ground; the Christus wears a halo of bright tin to indicate lis
divinity; Pilate is arrayed in a fro|;ged iilitary coat and high
silk hat, the two emblems most suggestive of majesty and authority
to the native mind. The play includes all the scenes in connection
with the Passion, and though the action is crude and perhaps amus-
ing to the white man, there is a reverent seriousness in it all
which cannot fail to be moving. It is impressive as well, to con-
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sider to what out-of-the-way corners of the earth this universal
figure of Jesua has penetrated, ^
5. For Draiaatic Value s
Japan
Possibly the most astonishing performance of all is that
of a play entitled the "Christ" which was written by a Japanese non-
Christian, and id presented by "pagan" actors. The play was written
by the poet, Koryoku Sato, after he had witnessed the Oberammergau
production and found it lacking in spots. The final scenes have
been made marvelloudly effective through the lighting, for on the
backdrop is revealed lightning, the rending of the temple veil, and
the stampede of ^he terrified onlookers. His interpretation ol'
characters is especially interesting as being done by one v.ho has
not been subjected to the pre-conceived notions of Christianity.
Judas is potentially a criminal from the beginning, and of this
Jesus is always conscious, though he attempts uo prevent Judas
from blackening his soul by treachery, through the hints he gives
him from time to time. Mary Magdalene is changed "from a luxurious
wanton through romance and sentiment to spirituality." (This sug-
gests Max Ehrmann's Mary a little, though she never was quite freed
from the romance and sentiment stage of her conversion.) Mary
Mother, according to ^ato, is middle-aged, querulous, and loving
towards her son whom she constantly attempts to dissuade from ex-
posing himself to danger. As to Jesus himself, "both Christian
\, Lewis R. Freeman, Passion Play of Hjva-Oa, Sunset
,
Apr. I9I5
i
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and non-Christian critics of Tokio unit^ in saying that Sato's con-
ception of the Saviour well illustrates the character of a God in
human form, whose real identity is admirably concealed where it
should be concealed and revealed where it should be revealed, and
that his voluntary martyrdom, for the time, entirely deprives him
of his aivinity bo that he may mort; perfectly portray the extreme
of human suffering ana sacrifice as et rnal examples for mankind." ^
British Columbia
In a model "Home Theatre" on .. ranch in British Columbia
ia a group of enthusiastic people under the direction of Carroll
Aikins, whose aim is primarily to present worthwhile pieces of
"living dramatic art". Such a one is their production of the Pas-
sion Play, "Vietory in Defeat", which was produced rather with a
"fixed an: passionate belief in the seriousness of art and its
2lasting value to the comnunity" than from relipiouii motives.
San Francisco
As early as I879, thr.re was a Passion Play produced in
America — out in San Francisco, with David Belasco as director,
and James O'Neill playing the part of Jesus. The play had startling
results in that it offended many, and started street-bravd s because
some of the less educated Irish-Catholic element vented their vir-
tuous religious indignation upon perfectly peaceable Jews — aveng-
ing the condemnation of Jesus by the Jews nineteen centuries ago.
1. Article Passion Play in Japan
, K,Y. Times , Feb. 5, I928
2. T. M. Vesey, Carroll Aikins and the Canadian Players , in
Theatre Magazine, July, I925
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It actually became necessary for the court to issue an order for
the withdrav/al of the play^roia thv: boards. Belasco himself htis writ-
ten an account of the production, in hia life atory. He declares
that the play changed hia own life, but more than that, veritably
transformed James O'Neill so that "he walked the streets of tht. city
with the expression of a holy t:ian on his face," and "th-. boards
of the stage becaxae Holy ^and." The play was put on with a mag-
nificent cast including two hundred singers and four hundred men,
women anl children in thw ensembles. Naturally, the effect of the
performance on the audience was also tremendous, so thnt when O'Neill
came on the stage as Jesus, women knelt and prayed, and when he was
represented as being tortured, many fainted.^ Conscioub art em-
ployed in the Passion Play then, may be as effective — or more so —
as the artidtio, untrained productions px'oceedim^, from the devoutly
religiou^ motives of simple people,
Los Angeles
"An American rival of the Oberamraergau presentation" one
writer has termed the annual Passion Pley at Lqs Angeles which has
been given for seven years. It is an outdoor spectacle in an amphi-
theatre in the hills, and thousands of people go to see it every
summer, jutit as they do to the famous German Play.
1. Arthur Hornblow, Hist , of American Theatre
, p. 5 15, 516, Vol.
c
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Smamary
This thesis has atterapted to describe critically and in
some detail the revival of the Passion Play in the form of texts
by conteraporary authors, and presentations of Passion Plays staged
for various purposes in different parts of the world.
The introduction is a brief history of the Passion Play
as it originated in the church liturgy about the tenth century, and
as it developed through the Middle Ages, inseparably connected with
the larger cycles of rairacle plays of which it formed a part.
With the modification of the cyclical plays and gradual abandon-
ning of them altogether, the Passion Play too came to an end.
Chapter One is a discussion of the contemoorary Passion
Play which has re-appeared in the form of texts by contemporary
authors, and is treated juat as any other subject of dramatic
value would be. The general distinctions from the mediaeval texts
are three: —
1. The subject matter is approached from a secular view-
point,
2. Modern authors are forced to defy conventional attitudes
by presenting Jesus on the sta,f';e, or to employ stage
devices to prevent his actual appearance.
i
5. Individuality of each of the plays, as opposed to the
patterned miracle Passion Plays.
The nine playsj are then discussed in detail :-
1. The Story Brought by Brigit—Lady Gregory
2. The Terrible Meek—Charles Rann Kennedy
5. Thy Kingdom Come—Florence Converse
4, The Dark Hours—Don Marquis
5. Jesus: A Pas 3 ion Play—Max Ehrmann
6. Mary Magdalene—Maurice Maeterlinck
7, The Trial of Jesus—John Masefield
8, Good Friday-~John Masefield
9. The Iruier Room—Robert Hugh Benson
First from the viewpoint of treatment of Plot in which it appears
that different incidents are emphasized in different plays, thus
giving an individual cast to each plot, in spite of the fact that
the subject matter is perforce the same in each case. Second, from
the point of view of character-interpretation, the meaning given
to the figures of Jesus and Judas, Pilate and Mary Magdalene,
how they differ from the usual conceptions of them which have arisen
from the Gospel abcounts. Third, the individualism of the plays,
the distinctive bits added by the various authors which give indiv-
idual touches to the comraon material
,
In concluding this discussion, there ar- two lista of theae plays
i
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added, first in order of their preference as literature; second,
of their effectiveness for acting.
Chapter Two approaches the modern Pasaion Play from a
different viewpoint, that of the actual presentations which are
given from time to time over the world. Some of theae are traditional
and have been going on for centuries, while others are in the nature
of experiments and have developed only in the past few years. The
purposes fif theae presentations may be classified as follows:
—
1. Religious Memorial of Thanlcsgiving
2. Devotional
5, Relif^ious Rite
4, Religious Instruction
5. For Dramatic Values
A consideration of the material as a whole would seem to
indicate that the next step in the development of the Passion Play
will be the writing of texts which modern dramatic technique has
perfected with all the skill at its copiinand, combined with the rever-
ential and sincere atmosphere that accompanies the older performances.
-1.
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